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IAWC-AG 2.01 Identify the “major influences on water demand” (including, but not 

limited to those listed on p. 6 of Mr. Rubin’s Direct Testimony) which Mr. Rubin considered in 

calculating his proposed consumption forecast.  Explain fully and in detail how Mr. Rubin 

incorporated into his calculation each “major influence” he identifies.  Provide all workpapers, 

data, calculations and Documents Mr. Rubin relies on for his response.   

 

Response: 

 

The People object to this question as misstating Mr. Rubin’s testimony.  At the cited page, Mr. 

Rubin stated:  “First, there is a substantial body of literature in the water industry about how to 

project water consumption. For example, a book on water demand forecasting begins by noting 

the major influences on water demand, including: population, economic factors, changes in 

water-using technologies and appliances, weather, climate, price, and conservation programs.” 

Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

Mr. Rubin did not prepare a consumption forecast.  He evaluated the Company’s consumption 

projection and concluded that it was not performed in compliance with accepted water industry 

standards.  Mr. Rubin recommended using the Company’s projected level of consumption and 

customer growth for the 2011-2012 period because it appeared to be a less extreme result than 

that proposed by the Company, in that it has consumption higher than 2010-2011 in two rate 

areas and lower than 2010-2011 in the other two rate areas. 
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IAWC-AG 2.02 Identify the “data requirements” (including, but not limited to those listed 

on p. 6 of Mr. Rubin’s Direct Testimony) which Mr. Rubin considered in calculating his 

proposed consumption forecast.  Explain fully and in detail how Mr. Rubin’s calculation 

incorporated each “data requirement” he identifies. 

 

Response: 

 

The People object to this question as misstating Mr. Rubin’s testimony.  At the cited page, Mr. 

Rubin stated:  “Similarly, a recent checklist for water utilities notes the following data 

requirements to develop a valid water demand forecast: monthly consumption data for at least 

ten years; monthly weather data for the same time period; population; household income; 

number of occupants; conservation measures; rate structure and pricing data; and economic data 

such as inflation indexes, housing occupancy rates, lot size, and household income.” 

The People of the State of Illinois object to this data request to the extent it is redundant and 

duplicative of other discovery requests. 

 

Without waiving these objections, the People provide the following response: 

See the response to IAWC-AG 2.01. 
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IAWC-AG 2.04 Explain fully and in detail how Mr. Rubin derived his proposed 

consumption forecast. Provide all supporting Documents, calculations and data. 

 

Response: 

 

The People object to this question as misstating Mr. Rubin’s testimony.  Mr. Rubin did not 

prepare a proposed consumption forecast. 

 

 Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

 

See response to IAWC-AG 2.01.    
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IAWC-AG 2.07 Explain fully and in detail how Mr. Rubin’s recommended approach to 

forecasting IAWC’s test year consumption complies with the “known and measureable” standard 

he references on pages 8-9 of his direct testimony.  Provide all Documents relied on to support 

his response. 

 

Response: 

 

See response to IAWC-AG 2.01.  Using IAWC’s forecast for 2011-2012 reduces the difference 

between the  most recent actual information (2010-2011), as explained in IAWC-AG 2.01.   
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IAWC-AG 2.08 Does Mr. Rubin agree advancements in water-using technologies may 

reduce water usage levels? Please answer yes or no.  If his answer is no, provide the basis for his 

response and provide all Documents relied on to support Mr. Rubin’s response. 

 

Response: 

 

The People of the State of Illinois object to this data request to the extent it is vague or 

ambiguous, and to the extent it seeks documents or information not identified with reasonable 

particularity. 

 

Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

 

Yes, Mr. Rubin agrees that advancements in water-using technologies may reduce water usage 

levels. 
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IAWC-AG 2.09 Does Mr. Rubin agree water conservation programs may reduce water 

usage levels? Please answer yes or no. If his answer is no, provide the basis for his response and 

provide all Documents relied on to support Mr. Rubin’s response. 

 

Response: 

 

The People of the State of Illinois object to this data request to the extent it is vague or 

ambiguous, and to the extent it seeks documents or information not identified with reasonable 

particularity. 

 

Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

 

Yes, Mr. Rubin agrees that water conservation programs may reduce water usage levels.
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IAWC-AG 2.10 Does Mr. Rubin agree reductions in household occupancy rates may 

reduce water usage levels? Please answer yes or no.  If his answer is no, provide the basis for his 

response and provide all Documents relied on to support Mr. Rubin’s response. 

 

Response: 

 

The People of the State of Illinois object to this data request to the extent it is vague or 

ambiguous, and to the extent it seeks documents or information not identified with reasonable 

particularity. 

 

Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

 

Yes, Mr. Rubin agrees that reductions in household occupancy rates may reduce water usage 

levels.
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IAWC-AG 2.11 Explain in detail the basis for Mr. Rubin’s statement at page 10 of his 

direct testimony that “[a] general, gradual, longer-term trend does not provide sufficient 

information to project specific consumption for any particular year.”  Provide all Documents 

relied on to support Mr. Rubin’s response.   

 

Response: 

 

Our economy is made up of many general, long-term trends.  For example, over a 20-year or 

longer period, there are general upward trends in prices, wages, stock market indices, inflation, 

and so on.  But such general, long-term trends on their own do not provide useful information to 

project any specific value for a specific time period.  That is why statistical models are 

developed to attempt to project values for specific points in time in the future. 

 

As Mr. Rubin explained on page 6 of his testimony, in the water industry it is generally 

recognized that projected water consumption is a complex process that involves developing 

statistical models that use several specific types of data.  Mr. Rubin is not aware of any reputable 

water consumption model that assumes water consumption is solely a function of time. 
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IAWC-AG 2.15 Mr. Rubin states regarding declining usage, “at some point the trend will 

level off.”  (p. 8).  At what point in time does he believe the trend will level off?  Provide all 

documents reviewed or relied on in support of his response. 

 

Response: 

 

Mr. Rubin does not know when the trend will level off. 
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IAWC-AG 2.16 Mr. Rubin states regarding declining usage, “efficient plumbing fixtures 

will be standard . . . .” (p. 8).  At what point in time does Mr. Rubin believe efficient plumbing 

fixtures will become standard?  Provide all Documents reviewed or relied on in support of his 

response. 

 

Response: 

 

Mr. Rubin does not know when efficient plumbing fixtures will have largely saturated the 

market.
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IAWC-AG 2.17 Does Mr. Rubin believe plumbing fixtures and technology will continue to 

become more efficient?  Why or why not?  Provide a detailed explanation of, and the basis for, 

his answer. Provide all Documents relied on in support of his response. 

 

Response: 

 

Mr. Rubin has not studied this matter, but he generally does not consider it likely that consumer 

plumbing fixtures will continue to become more efficient.  There is a limit to the water efficiency 

of plumbing fixtures that can be cost-effectively obtained.  While there may be a niche market 

for super-efficient plumbing fixtures, Mr. Rubin believes that their cost will be too high to 

become commonplace or cost-effective in most consumer applications. 
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IAWC-AG 2.18 Does Mr. Rubin believe it is appropriate for a sales consumption forecast 

to not account for trends in usage?  Why or why not?  Provide a detailed explanation of, and the 

basis for his answer. Provide all Documents relied on in support of his response. 

 

Response: 

 

The People of the State of Illinois object to this data request to the extent it is redundant and 

duplicative of other discovery requests. 

 

Without waiving this objection, the People provide the following response: 

 

Mr. Rubin believes that a water sales forecast should account for trends in usage, but that those 

trends must be developed in a statistically valid manner, taking into account the factors Mr. 

Rubin outlined on page 6 of his testimony. 
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